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Sustainability, Safety, Health and Environment
As time marches swiftly ahead, we find ourselves half way through 2016. We should
take this break in the weather, as a perfect opportunity for us to take stock, review
what we have achieved so far, and consider what still needs to be done as we set
a course for the end of the year.
As South Africa’s leading fishing company, we are responsible for setting the
benchmark in terms of best practice within the industry. This relates to all facets
of our operation; from the financial performance of all divisions, to our Corporate
Social Investment where we focus on education and food security initiatives, as
well as our industry leading transformation credentials that position us as the most
empowered company listed on the JSE for a second year in a row. What’s more, as
a founding member of the Responsible Fisheries Alliance and partner to WWF it
is up to us to set the example of supporting responsible fishing practices in order
to carefully manage our resources and protect them for future generations. No
company is without its own set of challenges, however they should not necessarily
be viewed in a bad light as a challenge provides us with a strong motive to improve
efficiency and come up with creative solutions. The scarcity of South African horse
mackerel and the reduced quota allocation in Namibia did have a small knock on
our operating margins in 2015, but these adverse conditions were successfully
countered by solid revenue growth in three of our four divisions, led by the canned
fish and fishmeal divisions.
The Lucky Star division continues to be one of our best performers and remains
one of South Africa’s most popular and well-loved brands. I believe that Lucky
Star’s position as provider for affordable nutritious protein is more important than
ever in light of the severe drought that has gripped South Africa which has caused
serious concerns about food security, especially as the costs of many staples have
risen dramatically over the last few months. This is why ensuring food security
and supporting education will remain the two major focus areas for our corporate
social investments as we look to create sustainable and long-term solutions for the
challenges that face many South Africans.
If I had to distil our company’s core purpose into one simple objective, it would
have to be our peerless ability to convert fishing rights into human rights and
thereby share the value we create between our shareholders, our employees, and
the many communities in which we operate. Our actions have shown that we have
taken this objective out the realm of idealistic rhetoric and have been committed to
achieving outcomes that provide real benefits in a wider socio-economic context.
I am incredibly proud of our status as a black owned and controlled fishing company
and our authentic transformation credentials ensure the long-term stability and
profitability of our business. Our recent acquisition of DayBrook Fisheries in the
USA made lots of ripples in the international fishing industry, in effect the Oceana
Group announced ourselves on the global stage as a serious player in this industry
and we have a duty to keep flying the South African flag as high and proudly as
we can.
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Sets its sights on Africa
Following through on its strategic intent to expand its
business into Africa and creating a “Route to Market”
for its customers, CCS Logistics opened a cold store
in Angola in 2015. After attending to some regulatory
issues, the store received its first product at the end
of the year.
Located in the fishing port of Luanda, Angola, the cold store was inaugurated by
the Angolan Minister of Fisheries, Victória de Barros Neto on 14 August 2015. The
project stretched over two years with the refurbishment and modernisation of an
existing cold store situated on the quay, belonging to Pescangola EP. Pescangola
is the state-owned company responsible for the operations of all fishing ports in
Angola. The agreement with Pescangola enables CCS to operate and manage the
cold store for a period of ten years.
The first product, approximately 30 tons of frozen fish, was received last year
from our client, a Chinese owned company that is fishing in Angola. The company
operates both locally and for export markets, with short-term contracts for almost
55 percent of the capacity of the store.
“There is growing interest, with a number of potential clients within the fishing
industry, interested in storing with us,” says Angolan-based Warehouse Manager,
Ricardo Soares. Operating a business in Angola is very challenging for the company,
as infrastructure in Luanda is in a relatively poor condition and the regulatory
environment is often difficult to understand and manage. As the cold store is
situated on the international side of the border post in the fishing port, the flow of
customers, often proves challenging especially given the documentation required
to release the product.
Even with the challenges, the CCS team is excited about the potential for the
growth of the business in Angola. “The cold store is the only facility of its kind
in the Fishing Port and provides us with vast potential for future expansion and
increasing our service levels,” Soares further adds. The Luanda-based CCS Logistics
site support consists of a relatively small, but strong team of eight.

Ricardo Soares, CCS Logistics Manager, Mr Maiomana, Pescangola CEO and Victória de
Barros Neto, Angolan Minister of Fisheries during the inauguration ceremony.

A view of the cold store loading bay, on the day of
the inauguration.

The Luanda-based CCS Logistics team.
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A colleague displaying the first product at the store.
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Cape Town fishing duo scoops
top award
The Oceana Group commends the stellar performance
of the young siblings from Cape Town who scooped
not one, but two top prizes at the inaugural Agristars
Recognition Awards hosted by the Department of
Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (DAFF).
Natasha (36) and Kurt Diest (30) from Impala Fishing in
Cape Town won the award for Excellence in Fisheries
which was sponsored by the Oceana Group, as well
as the Overall Inspirational Young Producer award,
netting themselves R150 000 in total at the awards
ceremony held at the Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research (CSIR) in Pretoria on 30 June 2016.
As proud sponsors of the Agristars Recognition
Awards, our R50 000 contribution towards the
Fisheries prize acknowledges the vital role that the
youth play in securing South Africa’s agricultural
future. As South Africa’s largest fishing group
and the most empowered listed company, we
remain committed to sustainable development of
enterprise and entrepreneurial initiatives throughout
Southern Africa.
The dynamic duo are looking to reinvest the funds
into growing their business and have expressed great
joy over their unexpected winnings.
“We applaud DAFF and corporates like Oceana,
for acknowledging youth involvement in the fishing
industry as well as encouraging youth development.
We were stunned at winning the awards but also
happy and honoured that these opportunities are
granted to us. We are the third generation working
in this company and are thankful for the guidance,
support, and mentorship that we have received from
our grandparents and parents. This is a family business

with my mother as the Managing Director and that
means great teamwork despite different opinions,“
comments Natasha.
Oceana Group CEO Francois Kuttel remarks,
“Although the competition was tight, I believe that
Natasha and Kurt truly deserve their awards and
recognition for their achievements. They are a third
generation fishing family who have grown Impala
Fishing into a fully-fledged, black empowered
company that directly employs fourty staff and
has created a further five permanent employment
positions in disadvantaged areas through their retail
outlets. These types of youth-directed businesses set
an example for their peers and unlock the economic
potential of our oceans for the benefit of their own
and wider Southern African communities.”

DAFF Deputy Minister General Bheki Cele and Dr Stanley
Liphadzi with the winners of the Fisheries Excellence
Award Natasha and Kurt Diest.

The Agristars Recognition Awards was conceived
by DAFF’s Deputy Minister General Bheki Cele as
part of the department’s strategy to develop young
produces and entrepreneurs and to encourage active
participation of youth in the agriculture, forestry and
fisheries sectors.
“DAFF has been instrumental in supporting the
youth by showing confidence and commitment
to their future and in helping them to develop the
skills necessary to make a successful business in
agriculture, forestry and fishing,” remarks Kuttel.
Oceana is privileged to support DAFF in promoting
the participation of the youth in fishing as it aligns
closely with our core objective which is to convert
our fishing rights and business expertise into
sustainable societal value that can be shared among
all South Africans.

Winning duo Natasha and Kurt receiving their cheque
from Karabo Motlana, Oceana Group Stakeholder
Engagement and Public Policy Manager.

MRG Fire team competitors
to meet at the National Finals
fire hose drill. The competition saw CCS Epping lead
the overall rankings, followed closely by Lucky Star
St Helena Bay and CCS Duncan Dock.
In addition to this competition, the regional MRG Fire
Team Competitions also took place on their respective
dates at the S.A. Emergency Care Centre, EThekwini
Training Department and at the City Koeberg Power
Station. The National Finals will take place at the Cape
Town Koeberg Power Station on 8 November 2016.

Naudé Rademan, CCS Logistics MD, presents the awards
at the Fire Team Competition.

Oceana successfully held its annual intercompany Fire
Team Competition just weeks before joining 89 teams
in the regional Mutual Risk Group (MRG) Fire Team
Competition hosted from 27 May to 10 June 2016.
The competition held at the Koeberg Power Station
on 25 May in Cape Town, saw 14 of Oceana’s fire
fighting teams compete in a series of activities
designed to test their endurance in the event of a fire.
According to studies these obstacles are aimed at
improving the team's confidence, ability to work as a
unit, response times that could significantly decrease
potential injuries and fatalities, damage to property
and assets, as well as business interruption. The
obstacles involved equipment identification drills, a
dry powder (DCP) extinguisher drill as well as the live

An impressive 11 years into the competition, the
MRG Fire Team includes industrial fire teams of all

Fire fighters display their skills.

companies associated with the Mutual Risk Group in
Johannesburg, KwaZulu Natal and the Cape Town
region from which the top 12 to 15 teams advance
to the final.
The teams participated in various obstacles including
the DCP extinguisher drill as well as a five-person
drill, during which they navigated through confined
spaces and displayed a variety of hose pipe
demonstrations, ranging from adding or replacing
the length of the hose through to using, collecting
and dividing breechings. This year’s range of extra
challenges included larger liquid fires at each venue
and the opportunity for competitors to fight live
fire during the hose drill. Company volunteers, who
are experts in their principal job functions, but not
necessarily professional fire fighters, undergo months
of comprehensive preparation and training sessions
before the scheduled event. The training is intended
to assist with the safe completion of the course, as
well as practise in dealing with dangerous situations
more efficiently within a controlled environment.
Oceana is proud of the teams who participated
in both competitions. Congratulations to the CCS
Duncan Dock and Lucky Star Hout Bay teams who
placed 7th and 9th respectively in the Cape Town
region. A special mention to Amawandle Pelagic A, for
placing 4th and making it into the MRG Fire Fighting
Team National Finals for 2016.
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South Africa’s Most Empowered Listed Company in 2014 and 2015

Creating shared value

We have a proactive and focussed transformation and localisation strategy aimed at benefitting the right people for
the right reasons. This contributes to our quest to ensure that the Group achieves its core purpose of being Africa’s
most efficient convertor of rights into shared value.
We take the “broad-based” part of B-BBEE seriously. Our ownership, management control, enterprise and supplier
development and socio-economic development initiatives do not advantage a privileged few.

Our performance on broad-based empowerment reflects how we do business.
OWNERSHIP

ENTERPRISE AND SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT
PREFERENTIAL
P
PROCUREMENT

• Oceana is a black-owned and black-controlled
company.

• 93.4% of total measured procurement spend is
spent on Empowering Suppliers. This is in excess
of the DTI’s procurement spend target of 80 percent.

• The three main shareholders are Brimstone
Investment Corporation, the Oceana
Empowerment Trust and Tiger Brands Limited.

• R243.6 million spent with black woman-owned
suppliers in 2015.

MANAGEMENT CONTROL

E
ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

ENTERPRISE

• Partnerships in eight joint ventures with small
and medium sized rights holders and five vessel
co-owners.

• 63.6% of all our directors are black.
• 66.7% of our executive directors are black.

• R5.4 million spent on Enterprise Development
initiatives during 2015.

• 27.2% of our directors are black females.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
• R21.9 million invested in CSI in South Africa
since the launch of the Oceana Foundation
in 2012 mainly in food security and education
projects in the coastal fishing communities
of St Helena Bay, Hout Bay, Lamberts Bay
and Port Elizabeth.

• R16.7 million spent on skills development
for black employees in 2015.
• 177 black employees participated in learnership
programmes across the group.
• 133 unemployed black people participated
in learnership programmes across the group.

Creating shared value through the Oceana Empowerment Trust
The Oceana Empowerment Trust (“the Trust”) was created in 2006
to advance Oceana’s transformation and localisation strategy. 2 564
Black employee beneficiaries hold rights to 13.8 million shares in the
Oceana Group. This translates into a 10.2 percent shareholding for
the Trust in the Oceana Group.

1 332,9
1400

1000

Significant value has been created through the Trust, as reflected on
the right. A total of R58 million has been distributed to beneficiaries in
eight distributions since 2011. In addition, in April 2014, R292 million
was paid to 2,647 beneficiaries, all employees, as an early payout.

600

Seventy percent of employee beneficiaries live and work in the coastal
fishing communities in which we do business. These communities
include St Helena Bay, Lamberts Bay, Hout Bay and Port Elizabeth.

VALUE
V
VA
LUE – R mil
(Number of shares times share price)

1200

Our black employee beneficiaries are authentic stakeholders and
participants in South Africa’s formal economy and in the South African
fishing industry.

Communities benefiting from the Oceana Empowerment Trust
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Improving the way we do
our business
The Oceana Group has embarked on an exciting initiative to implement SAP ERP, a
single integrated business software solution that promises to improve the way we
run our business.
As a result of exponential growth across the Oceana
Group during the past decade, the business
identified a need for an end to end ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) solution that could serve its
current, as well as future business needs.

have in place do not provide us with strategic
insight.
In line with the business need, the solution sought
by the Oceana Group had to offer best practice in
terms of business processes, ensure the availability
and consistency of data in real time, as well as
improve efficiencies across the Group. It was not
only required to help run the business as it exists
today, but it also had to empower and enable our
leadership to grow it as well.

To date the Oceana Group has made use of a variety
of applications and customised systems to run
some of its core business processes. The problem
with using a number of disconnected applications
however, is that the delivery of a unified view of
operations across the Group is time consuming and
requires extra verifications to ensure consistency of
data and an appropriate consolidated view. Business
information is essential for the making of strategic
business decisions, as well as the optimisation of
operations. Simply put, the solutions we currently

The solution would be required to provide business
insight for strategic decision making, while also
making it possible to seamlessly integrate businesses
acquired through future acquisitions, without
disrupting any of the core business processes.

WHAT IS SAP ERP?
ERP is a business process management software that enables an organisation to use a system of integrated
applications to manage business operations and customer relations.

Through the implementation of a single integrated
end to end solution the Oceana Group would be
empowered with the right information, as well
as improved business processes to ensure the
continued stability and growth of the business.
In addition, the Group would also capitalise on a
variety of business benefits offered through the
implementation of a class-leading solution.
Following
an
extensive
consultation
with
stakeholders, and implementation partners, the
ERP solution offered through SAP was identified
as the appropriate solution for the Oceana Group.
Through an open and public tendering process,
EOH was the implementation partner that was
chosen to deliver the solution to our business.

SAP FAST FACTS

In addition, it enables the business to automate many back office functions related to technology, services and
human resources.
While a number of ERP software solutions are available in the market, the ERP solution offered through SAP
was identified as being in line with the Oceana business requirement. Once fully implemented, the SAP ERP
will incorporate key business functions of the Oceana Group.

DID YOU KNOW?
The project has a total number of 99 team members, comprising of resources from our implementation partner,
EOH, as well as Oceana staff members who have been constituted to ensure the smooth implementation of the
solution into the business. The team is based at our Paarden Eiland offices.

Founded in

1972

Serves 300,000
customers in

190 countries

Illustrated below is a high level structure of the team:

PROJECT SPONSOR

SAP customers include:

1

87%

4

6

Oceana Leadership

EOH Leadership

20

4

2

33

Oceana
IT and Support Team

Oceana
Business Process
Owners

EOH
Project Admin
Team

EOH Technical /
Functional Team

78%

EOH Change Management and Training Team

16

Oceana
Change Champions
and Training Support

Oceana
Change Agents

98%

of the 100 most valued brands

SAP customers produce:

3

10

of Forbes Global 2000 companies

of the world’s food
Total 99
Project Team Members

82%

of the world’s medical devices
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CHANGE MANAGEMENT

HOW DO WE BENEFIT
FROM THE IMPLEMENTATION?

Forming part of the project team is the Organisational Change Management
team which also encompasses both EOH as well as Oceana resources. The core
function of OCM is to focus on the ‘people’ side of the project by guiding and
supporting all impacted and affected groups through the transition process.

•

Integrated, fast, and flexible business processes

•

Provides real-time information, reducing the possibility of
redundancy errors

•

May create a more efficient work environment for employees

•

Improves corporate resource and asset utilisation – for greater customer
satisfaction

•

Standardised processes according to best practice

•

Availability and consistency of data content across modules and division
supporting the single version of the truth

•

Automation of manual processes workflow functionality for notifications,
approvals etc. for all ERP modules

THE CHANGE NETWORK
At Oceana the Change Network is made up of the EOH OCM team, Oceana
Change Champions as well as Change Agents. The Change Champions are
colleagues from various business units within Oceana who have been identified
to assist in creating awareness about the SAP implementation, as well as in
relaying important business information back to the project team. The identified
Change Champions have selected Change Agents across all the impacted
business divisions to support them in this role.
Change Leads and Agents will assist in identifying the impact of change on the
organisation and assist in managing the change.
Colleagues are welcome to contact the Change Champion from their particular
business units for information relating to the project.

MODULES BEING IMPLEMENTED
• Inbound Processing and Receipting Process
• Warehouse Storage Management
• Physical Inventory Management

• Outbound Processing
• Cross Docking

WM
• Orders
• Credit Checking

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Material Requirements Planning
Purchasing
Goods Movement
Inventory Management

Production Planning
Material Requirements Planning
Forecasting
Manufacturing Resource Planning
Capacity Planning
Production Activity Planning

•
•
•
•
•

• Contracts
• Billing

WAREHOUSE
W
MANAGEMENT

• Sales Information Systems

• Invoice Verification
• Warehouse Management
• Vendor Evaluation

General Ledger
Accounts Receivable Accounts
Payable
Special Ledgers
Fixed Asset Accounting

SD

FI

SALES AND
DISTRIBUTION

FINANCIAL
ACCOUNTING

MM

CONTROLLING

AM
FIXED ASSET
MANAGEMENT

• Quality Notifications
• Quality Certificates
• Quality Info Systems

Systems Applications
and Products

PM

PS
PROJECT
SYSTEM

BI

HUMAN
RESOURCES

EHS

• Health and Safety Management
• Risk Management

• Future proof the IT service in support of business strategies

• Metadata Repository
• Data Mining

• Business Planning
• Business Consolidation

• Payroll Accounting
• Organisational Management
• Travel and Expense Management

• Align IT and current business functional and reporting requirements

• Business Warehousing
• Business Analytics

BPC

ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH AND
SAFETY

OVERALL OBJECTIVES OF THE IMPLEMENTATION

• Carbon Emission Reporting
• Sustainability Reporting (EE, CSI, 50 etc.)

SYSTEMS TO BE REPLACED
The following systems used within the Oceana Group will be replaced by the
SAP ERP implementation:

• Simplify enterprise and infrastructural architecture

•

JDE for financial reporting

• Standardise business process within all business units

•

VIP Premier (www.vippayroll.co.za) for payroll and HR

• Provide workflow functionality for notifications, approvals etc.
for ERP modules

•

Kronos for time management

• Deliver a user-friendly system and provide flexible on-line enquiry
with easy to use reporting

•

Smartx for financial reporting

• Further enable Oceana to comply with all legal and regulatory requirements
as applicable in all the Southern African countries that Oceana operates in

•

PI for BBBEE reporting

•

Accellos (www.accellos.com) for cold store warehouse management

•

Pastel for Amawandle Pelagic

• Further enable Oceana to comply with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) requirements
• Ensure that Oceana is not dependent on external sources for
minor system changes
6

• Concept / Create • Budgeting
• Master Data
• Execution
• Planning
• Information System

PLANT
MAINTENANCE

• Managing Completion Confirmation
• History Management

Personnel Administration
Personnel Development
Recruitment
Time and Attendance

• IM Programmes • Information System
• Planning
• Appropriation Requests
• Budgeting
• Asset Under Constructions

IM
INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT

QM

• Product Cost Accounting
• Profitability Accounting

• Assets
• Depreciation

PP

HR

•
•
•
•

Life Cycle Costing
• Risk Management
Legal Consolidation
• Funds Management
Investment Management • Flexible Real Estate Management
Treasury
Cash Management

• Overhead Management
• Activity Based Costing

PROD
PRODUCTION
PLANNING

QUALITY
Q
MANAGMENT

• Managing Technical Objects
• Maintenance and Service Planning
• Maintenance and Service Orders

•
•
•
•
•

CO

MATERIALS
MANAGEMENT

Control Station and Plant Control
Plant Data Collection
Shop Floor Information System
Costing
Project Management

• Quality Planning
• Quality Inspection
• Quality Control

•
•
•
•
•
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PROJECT ROAD MAP

1
Project
Preparation

R O A D M A P

2

3

Blueprint

Realisation

4

5

6

Go Live
Support

Run

Final
Preparation

The project will be executed in a sequence of six phases. The first phase was
the Project Preparation Phase. During this phase the team went through initial
planning and preparation for the project, where the requirements, objectives and
scope of the project were outlined. Following this phase is the Blueprint Phase
defined below.

Coupled with the implementation of the SAP solution will be the standardisation
of some business processes across the Group. The standardisation will contribute
to improved efficiencies, while certain tedious manual processes will become
automated. Thus, in addition to learning how to perform certain tasks on SAP,
end users will in some cases be required to follow new business processes.

Upon completion of the Blueprint Phase, the project will move into Configuration
(Realisation Phase) where the team will fine-tune the system to ensure it meets
all business and process requirements.

More information on the potential impact on you will be communicated
closer to the time.

When the system has been fully configured the project will then move on to
Implementation (Final Preparation Phase) where the team will undertake the
final preparation (including testing, end user training, system management
and cutover activities) to ensure the business is ready for the go live.
Once ready, the business will Go Live with the fully integrated solution during
which users will also be supported during a period of Post Go Live Support.

WHERE ARE WE NOW IN THE PROJECT?
The project team is currently in the Blueprint phase, during which all the business
requirements will be collated. This is done by running various workshops for all
of the modules within SAP and including key business persons who together will
understand the SAP process and ensure all existing business operations are fully
covered within the process.
Site visits will also take place where consultants will meet with the business to
gain further understanding of the existing processes within the business and to
the key business expectations required from the system.

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON YOU
Depending on your current job role, as well as tasks you are required to perform
on any of the systems earmarked to be replaced, you may be required to learn
how to perform certain, or all of your tasks, on the new solution.

HOW WILL I BE TRAINED?
Apart from the business benefits offered by the new solution, end users stand to
benefit through extensive upskilling. A detailed training programme will be rolled
out for all impacted staff, while extensive support will be offered during, and shortly
after the go live of the solution. Through training the project team will ensure
that that you have the correct information and skillset to perform your tasks on
the new solution.

WHERE CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION?
A number of exciting initiatives are planned for the year to ensure you are equipped
with the correct project related information. These initiatives include roadshows,
monthly and weekly newsletters, as well as meetings with stakeholders.
Should you require more information on the project you are welcome to send
an email to the project team (SAP-Comms@oceana.co.za), attend one of the
roadshow sessions to which you will be invited to, or liaise with your business
Change Champion.

GO LIVE DATE
The integrated solution is earmarked to go live in the third quarter of 2017.

• The factories situated in Lamberts Bay, Doring Bay, and Hondeklip Bay were
predominately lobster processing factories, which have since closed down.
• In 1995 the factory in Hondeklip Bay was eventually transferred over to
Government.

Deep Dive

• The fishmeal plant in Lamberts Bay later became a fries factory, now famous
for providing a large number of the fries to fast-food franchises such as Mug
& Bean, Tashas and KFC.

Oceana’s History

• The company in Doring Bay, North Bay Fishing Co Ltd, had a diamond
concession licence which required the General Manager, with a briefcase
full of uncut diamonds tightly clenched in hand, to travel bi-annually to
Johannesburg in search of suitable buyers for the uncut diamonds – those
were the days!

• Oceana Group’s Fishing Divisions initially known as the Lamberts Bay
Canning Co Ltd, North Bay Canning Co Ltd and Namaqua Canning Co
Ltd were renamed in the early 1990’s to reflect the “Fishing” nature of the
company. They were henceforth known as the Lamberts Bay Fishing Co Ltd
in Lamberts Bay, North Bay Fishing Co Ltd in Doring Bay and Namaqua
Fishing Co Ltd in Hondeklip Bay.

• Boat Operators were contracted to pump gravel from the nearby coastline
between Doring Bay and Port Nolloth.
• The lobster division had its fair share of suitable vessel names such as Oceana
Harrier and Grysbok & Steenbok. Clearly someone must have loved hunting.
Hope you enjoyed your deep dive into Oceana’s history. We’ll have some
more interesting facts in the next issue.
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LAMBERTS BAY FOODS

expands its horizons
The end of July saw Oceana close an important chapter in the company’s history with the handover
of Lamberts Bay Foods (LBF) to Famous Brands who acquired 100 percent of the business.

In August 2016 we bid farewell to the Lamberts Bay Foods business including all
of its employees, who have been long-standing members of the Oceana Group
family.
Famous Brands has enjoyed a long relationship with LBF, and has been one of
its biggest customers. On several occasions, Famous Brands has recognised LBF
as their supplier of the year. The motivation to enter into this transaction with
Famous Brands was the tacit recognition of Famous Brands’ ability to maintain
and grow LBF in line with their core business.
Famous Brands is planning to enhance and up-scale the business, in order to meet
the increasingly strong demand for LBF’s products, fuelled by the brisk growth
in the food services and convenience markets. The acquisition strengthens LBF’s
potential for growth and enhances the long-term certainty of product off-take
that only a company of Famous Brands’ market leading position can provide.
This transaction is a positive one, as it enhances the long-term job security of the
staff. The move will also have a positive impact on the Lamberts Bay community.

CSS Logistics Gauteng
operations on the move

A view of the fries production process and
facility.

A conveyer belt that forms part of the
fries production process.

strategically located within the Midrand and Centurion distribution hub, with
easy access to the highway network in the greater Gauteng region.
Located on one site, the stores offer our clients high tech bulk and fine picking
facilities tailored to customer needs. The site currently operates two shifts with a
staff compliment of 67 employees.
The opening of these stores is a strategic component of our expansion strategy
with the key focus on increasing capacity, which increases our market share within
the cold storage industry.
The stores have been a major success since opening and have been running
smoothly, thanks to the great leadership of Sibusiso Dhladhla and his team.
Well done to the CCS Logistics Midrand team.

A snapshot of the CCS Logistics Midrand 1 and 2 stores.

In recent times, the need for real growth and market expansion has taken the CCS
Logistics team on an exciting journey of development and modification.
Another exciting expansion project for CCS Logistics has been the undertaking
of a brand new, fully equipped cold store facility in the Gauteng region. In 2015,
we successfully opened stores in Midrand, Gauteng. The first Midrand store was
opened in December 2014.
The Midrand stores are named Midrand 1 and Midrand 2, providing a combined
26 000 pallet store facility and blast freezing services capacity. The stores are
8
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Second World War pilots, to enhance their night
vision. The success of the Vitamin A project motivated
the directors to explore an expansion of the project.
At the time, research showed a high concentration
of plankton off the coast of St Helena Bay on the
West Coast. Fish species such as Horse Mackerel,
Pilchards, Anchovy, and Mullet fed off this resource.
Laaiplek was targeted as the site to build a fish
processing plant. The building of the plant, which
included housing for the local residents, started in
1943. This formed the foundation of the company’s
involvement in the wellbeing of its staff.
On 1 March 1944, the first fish for the processing
of fishmeal and oil was received. The company
played an instrumental role in the development
and refinement of processing methods as well as in
the technical advancement of the processing plant
and vessels. On 29 June 1948, the first pilchards
were delivered to the country’s first automatic fish
processing factory.

Oceana Group’s acquisition of Foodcorp Limited’s fishing assets in February
2015, was a another milestone for Amawandle Pelagic, as the organisation
received its latest name change. In salutation of the Amawandle Pelagic team’s
one-year anniversary with Oceana, we looked back at the organisation’s rich
fishing heritage.
The Towerkop and Aranos Amawandle Pelagic vessels.

In 1942, the company now known as Amawandle
Pelagic, was incorporated as the Marine Products
(Pty) Ltd. The first activity undertaken by the company

was the extraction of Vitamin A oil from shark livers.
The British Ministry of Food at the time had a high
regard for this oil. It was used as a supplement for

Today, Amawandle Pelagic (Pty) Ltd is a division of
Lucky Star and the processing factory essentially
fulfills the same functions as in the past. The company
now produces fishmeal, fish oil and canned pilchards.
The processing of frozen pilchards to be used in
times when fresh pilchards caught by its own vessels
are not available is an essential activity added to the
factory. This benefit ensures that the cannery staff,
now employed on a permanent seasonal basis, have
employment for most of the year. Yet another way
in which the company looks after the welfare of the
employees and their families. The staff compliment
consists of 23 permanent monthly, 42 permanent
weekly and 628 permanent seasonal employees.
Amawandle Pelagic has three steel-hulled vessels,
namely Aranos, Towerkop and Vegkop. The other
two vessels, Umfana and Umfondini, have fiberglass
hulls. These vessels, with the exclusion of Umfondini,
were specifically built to catch pilchards in the Mossel
Bay area and are equipped for industrial fishing. The
Aranos, Towerkop and Vegkop vessels are further
equipped with Refrigerated Seawater Plants which
keep the caught fish in optimum condition.
The plant at Laaiplek is situated on the banks of the
Berg River and is part of the Berg River Estuary. To
comply with the requirements to sustain the Estuary,
Amawandle Pelagic is in possession of a water
discharge permit and has a provisional atmospheric
emission licence. To ensure that we fish sustainably,
every effort is made to comply with the requirements
laid down by these and other permits.
We wish Amawandle Pelagic success in every
endeavour to build further, on the rich history on
which it is founded.

Amawandle Pelagic’s supervisors and departmental heads.

The team hard at work on the production line.

A view of the Lucky Star label store.
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Safety at sea
Since the beginning of time, our forefathers
have had a wanderlust and passion for exploring.
There are a number of ways we have discovered
the many interesting regions and features of our
realm; on horseback, in motor vehicles, planes
or in vessels at sea. We’ve even ventured out
into the greater universe in spacecrafts, looking
for exciting adventures.
So when the first explorers conceived the priceless idea of a floatable raft to start
exploring the big ocean, the concept of safety was probably furthest from their
minds…until they sank a few metres from shore. With our first exploring steps on
land and at sea, safety was born and became part of our lives.
According to Wikipedia, “the most ancient examples of primitive life jackets can
be traced back to inflated bladders of animal skins or hollow, sealed gourds,
for support when crossing deep streams and rivers. Norwegian seamen used
purpose-designed buoyant safety devices consisting of simple blocks of wood
or cork. In 1804, a cork life jacket was available for sale. The Sporting Magazine
October, 1804, Vol.XXV, No.147, Page 129. Mallison's Seaman's Friend.”
It was also widely reported and published in archaeology articles that when some
ships were found and excavated around our continental waters, they were found
with ballast stones in their holds. These pebbles were used to ensure the ships
stayed afloat and did not sink with a squadron of marauding Vikings on-board.
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Safety at sea has certainly become more advanced since then. At Oceana, we
acknowledge the need to ensure that our employees work in a safe environment.
Our good safety record is testament to our great efforts in improving our safety
standards and learning from past incidents.

of equipment in the past. It can be expected that the crew and skippers may not
understand how to operate and maintain these pieces of equipment and should
therefore be properly trained. We must ensure that our crew are well trained and
that our vessels are prepared for the voyage.”

However, even with our great safety record, some tragic incidents have occurred
in the past. To mitigate the risks faced by our colleagues at sea, an Oceana
divisional Fleet Safety Committee was formed a few years ago. This has ensured
that the best safety practices are in place throughout the group. A number of
safety studies have been conducted by our shore-based fleet management to
ensure preventative measures are implemented.

Ensuring the safety of all on board our vessels is an integral part of the day-to-day
operations. Safety on board is a joint effort between the company, management,
skippers and the crew. It is also important to learn from any safety incidents
that occur at sea and ensure our safety standards are able to mitigate the many
dangers at sea.

We operate in a tough environment, considered to be one of the riskiest
industries, from a safety perspective. According to Leon Mouton, CEO of Sea
Safety Training Group, “we operate highly sophisticated vessels with modernised
equipment on board our vessels, opposed to physical hard labour due to a lack

We no longer have the privilege or the escape route of taking chances. The risks
involved at sea require us to be vigilant and susceptive to change. The reality is
that with every incident in the industry, legislation will keep changing, pushing
the boundaries and increasing the safety standard in an attempt to keep all our
colleagues safe at sea.

In support of continuous safety management improvement,
we have recapped some of the important fleet safety aspects
to remember for all our colleagues at sea:
The company (employer) will ensure a safe work environment, equipment and, workable fishing vessel is available:
In Mosregs, the Duties of the Employer are as follows:

(f) ensure that safety measures contained in the applicable code are
complied with;

(1) Every employer shall(a) have a copy of these regulations readily available for perusal by his
employees;
(b) ensure that all employees are so far as is practicable familiar with these
regulations where applicable;

(g) ensure that every employee is aware of the hazards connected with
any work to be performed, or machinery to be used by him and that
he is conversant with the safety measures to be taken or observed to
obviate such hazards;

(c) in so far as is practicable, ensure that the provisions of these regulations
applicable to employees are observed by them;

(h) ensure that machinery and equipment which is brought on board a
vessel and which does not form part of that vessel's machinery or
equipment complies with the provisions of the Occupational Health
and Safety Act, 1993 (Act No. 85 of 1993);

(d) in the interest of safety, ensure that discipline is enforced on board a
vessel;

(i) ensure than an employee who operates machinery or equipment on
board a vessel is competent to do so.

(e) ensure that on board a vessel, work is performed or machinery is used
under the general supervision of a person who is fully aware of the
hazards connected therewith and who is conversant with the safety
measures to be taken or observed to obviate such hazards;

(2) No employer shall, other than in writing and subject to the conditions
stipulated by him, allow the raising, lowering, transporting or
supporting of a person by means of a lifting appliance, except in an
emergency.

The shore management will ensure that good safety practices are in place:
The master of the vessel will ensure that good safety practices are followed at all times whilst he/she is in charge of the vessel. He/she shall monitor, review and
amend where necessary to ensure the safety of his crew, vessel and environment. He/she is ultimately responsible for safety.

Now comes the interesting part…every employee will ensure that he conducts himself safely without undue harm to himself:
Mosregs Duties of the Employees state as follows:
(3) Every employee shall(a) take reasonable care for his own safety and that of other persons who
may be affected by his acts or omissions;
(b) as regards any duty or requirement imposed on his employer or any
other person by the Act or regulations, co-operate with such employer
or person to enable that duty or requirement to be performed or
complied with;
(c) carry out any lawful order given to him, and obey the rules and
procedures laid down by his employer or by anyone authorized thereto
by his employer, in the interest of safety;

(d) if any situation which is unsafe comes to his attention, as soon as
practicable report such situation to his employer or to the safety
representative for his workplace or section thereof, as the case may
be, who shall report it to the employer;
(e) if he is involved in any incident which may affect his safety, or which
has caused an injury to himself, report such incident to his employer
or to anyone authorised thereto by the employer, or to his safety
representative, as soon as practicable but not later than the end
of the particular shift during which the incident occurred, unless
the circumstances were such that the reporting of the incident was
not possible, in which case he shall report the incident as soon as
practicable thereafter;
(f) not intentionally or recklessly interfere with or misuse anything which
is provided in the interest of safety.

Dit is ons almal se verantwoordelikheid (aanboord of op land) om ten alle tye seker te maak dat ons,
ons nie blootstel aan onveilige praktyke nie. Veiligheid begin en eindig by jouself.
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Sustainable fishing is the future
At Oceana, we’re proud to say that
we are not only the most empowered
listed company on the JSE, but we
also advocate the importance of
sustainable fishing.
We believe that sustainable fishing is needed for
the future, and how we treat our oceans today will
determine how our oceans will treat us tomorrow.

We have adopted an ecosystems approach to fishing

We have implemented strategies to protect our waters,
empower our workers and support our communities.
This is because we believe that tomorrow has the
potential to be better than today.

Oceana’s made a concerted effort to manage and limit
our impact on the oceans as well as the environment.
Here are some of our initiatives:

Responsible Fishing Alliance

SASSI Green List

Oceana is a founding and active member of the
Responsible Fishing Alliance (RFA), a partnership with
WWF-South Africa, Birdlife South Africa and four other
fishing companies. Together we are working towards
keeping our marine ecosystem healthy.

• 99.5 percent of our targeted South African
commercial fishing rights are on the South African
Sustainable Seafood Initiative (SASSI) green list.

In collaboration with the RFA we participate in various
projects geared towards determining the ecological
state of our fishing resources while also developing
and implementing sustainable management measures.

• We continue to partner with government and others
to promote an Ecosystem Approach to Fishing,
facilitating the appropriate research and investing in
training employees on the importance of sustainable
fishing.

Projects include:

Stock Research

Environmental Control System

• Benchmarking South African fisheries, which entails
ranking the sustainability of local fisheries against
that of its global counterparts.
• Developing a code of conduct for responsible
fisheries earmarked for implementation across the
fishing industry.
• Implementing a Responsible Fishing Training
Programme for employees, including seagoing crew.
• Investigating a sustainable approach to managing
offshore trawl by-catch and protecting bird life by
implementing bird-scaring lines, which has resulted
in a more than 90 percent decline in seabird mortality.

• Implementation of an ISO 14000 based Environmental
Control System at all land-based facilities and on all
vessels, which is externally audited annually.
Our response to climate change and its Impact on
our Oceans
We’ve developed and published a research paper,
titled ‘A White Paper: The Fishing Industry’s Role in
Adapting to Climate Change’, which detailed the
impact of climate change on the industry. This paper
concluded that the industry’s ability to adapt and
innovate lies at the heart of guiding fishing as a whole
towards sustainable and appropriate solutions.

Subsequent to the ‘White Paper’, we have set
greenhouse gas intensity targets, publically stating our
intentions to reduce emissions.
Sustainable Fishing Certification
The hake trawl fishery in which we operate has been
certified by the MSC (Marine Stewardship Council)
since 2004. This is considered one of the world’s
most premium eco-labelling initiatives for fishing.
The MSC certification is renowned for its rigorous
environmental and responsible fishing and supplier
requirements.
We have also been a signatory of the United Nations
Global Compact (UNGC) since 2012. By signing and
detailing progress annually with the UNGC we ensure
that our strategies and operations are aligned with
the universal principles of human rights, labour, the
environment and anti-corruption, which allows us to
take actions that advance societal goals.
External recognition
We’ve achieved 98 percent for our CDP (previously
known as the Carbon Disclosure Project) disclosure.
CDP works with companies globally to disclose
greenhouse gas emissions and has established the
world’s largest repository of GHG emissions and
energy use data.
Oceana has also been included on the JSE Socially
Responsible Investment Index for a decade.

On the surface, a fishing company. Deep down so much more.

CHAMPIONING
SUSTAINABLE FISHING

FOUNDING
MEMBER
OF THE

RESPONSIBLE
FISHING
ALLIANCE
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Health and wellness
for life.
Cancel out chronic illness
A chronic disease is a health problem that persists for a long time. Chronic illness
tends to become more common as we age and, around the world, leading
chronic health complications include things like arthritis, heart disease, stroke,
cancer, diabetes, obesity, high cholesterol, oral health problems, stress, anxiety
and depression.
The sad fact about chronic diseases is that they can mostly be prevented by
making five key healthy choices:

1

2

3

4

5

Eating healthy
and nutritious food

Losing weight if you need
to and maintaining
a healthy weight

Exercising at least three times
a week for
at least 30 minutes

Not smoking
and limiting your
alcohol intake

Getting regular
health checks

If you don’t adopt a healthy lifestyle, chronic diseases can be costly, debilitating
and even deadly. Leading local research shows that chronic illness plays a
significant role in workplace sickness and absenteeism. Many of us eat badly,
we drink more alcohol than we should, we don’t exercise enough, we don’t get

health assessments regularly and many of us are still smoking. The good news is
that your future health is in your hands. With effort, discipline and determination,
you can turn your health around, energise your body and extend your lifespan.
Make healthy choices every day to fight off chronic illness.

What is hampering our health?
Top 3 most prevalent
health concerns among employers

Stress

Blood Pressure

Cholesterol

3 RISK FACTORS

Poor diet including
harmful use of alcohol

Tobacco
use

Insufficient
physical activity

44%

of employees
are not doing enough physical activity.

4 DISEASES

59% of employees

who have one or more of the chronic diseases
of lifestyle are also overweight or obese.
Cancers

Over
ver the past decade, cardiovascular disease
has become the single, largest killer
accounting for 30% of all deaths.

Chronic lung
diseases

Cardiovascular
disease

Diabetes

Which contribute to 50% of preventable deaths globally
Credit: Discovery Healthy Company Index Brochure
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How to reduce your stress:

More dangerous than you think!

Get organised and manage your time more effectively.
You will feel more in control and less stressed.
Learn to say “NO”. Taking on new tasks when
your plate is already full, decreases the quality
of your work.
Eat healthy balanced meals and snacks
and keep hydrated.
Make time to exercise and least 3 times per week.
Take the stairs when you can and stretch while at your desk.
It relieves tension.

Although stress can sometimes force you to perform better, it can have
a severe and detrimental impact on your health if you don’t manage
it proactively. Stress can impact your mental well-being, it can trigger
serious chronic diseases, it can influence your weight and it can harm
your relationships. It can also ruin healthy sleep patterns, make you age
faster and weaken your immune system. Reducing your stressors, limiting
your stress and learning stress management techniques are essential in
today’s world – for everyone, young and old.

Take some “me time”. Relax doing your favourite
hobby or listen to some music.

Get enough sleep. 7 - 9 hours average sleep ensures
a healthy body and mind.

Stay safe at work
Prevent accidents at work by being proactive in preventing possible mishaps:
1.

Arrange furniture to provide open pathways to walk through.

2.

Periodically, check the condition of outdoor walkways and steps and repair as necessary.

3.

Remove fallen leaves or clean up water from outdoor walkways.

4.

Secure electrical and phone cords out of traffic areas.

5.

Use non-skid throw rugs in potentially slippery places like bathrooms.

6.

Install handrails on stairways, including porches.

7.

Never stand on a chair, table or surface on wheels.

8.

Use a sturdy step stool when climbing or reaching for high places.

9.

Wear sensible footwear.

10. Keep floors and stairs clean and clear of clutter.
11. Maintain good lighting both indoors and on outdoor walkways.

Malaria
Use creams, sprays, clothing and mosquito
nets to prevent being bitten by mosquitos in
a malaria area. Get tested if you experience
symptoms of this potentially life-threatening
disease!

What does it feel like?
Quick painless bite
from an infected mosquito
Within minutes the parasite
travels to the liver
First symptoms are flu-like:
headache, fever and nausea

12. Clean up all spills immediately.
Source: http://www.nsc.org

How to prevent back injuries!
Most back injuries are caused by lifting or carrying heavy objects, by falling or by having poor posture.
Sit, stand and pick up
objects with proper
posture to keep your
spinal muscles strong
and prevent injury.
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Sitting at a desk all day
can lead to back pain.
Stretch every hour to
prevent muscle fatigue.

Being overweight places more stress on
your lower back and joints causing faster
wear and tear. Consider an exercise
programme to help strengthen your
supportive muscles and lose weight.
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Lucky Star

facilitates quality education through the
Kommunity Desk Programme
It is established that more than 3 million
South African learners attend school
daily without the benefit of a classroom
desk. The shortage of this basic, yet
critically important tool, is depriving
many children of their basic human right
of receiving a quality education.
The Lucky Star Kommunity Desk Company addresses
this challenge by providing portable desks to schools
in need, giving children a stable dedicated space
from which to work and learn. Kommunity Desk ‘work
zones’ do not only help learners in the classroom
environment, but aid them when doing homework
or learning at home.
Over the last nine years the Lucky Star Kommunity
Desk Programme has sponsored approximately 4,500
desks annually, which amounts to around 40,000
desks. Specific focus is placed on the Lucky Star
fishing communities of St Helena Bay and Paternoster
up the West Coast, while rural communities in the
Eastern Cape, where a substantial number of our
fishing personnel originate from, are also benefitting
from this programme.
By providing one of the basic tools needed for a
quality education, the Kommunity Desk Programme
has been making high impact change with regards
to literacy development and academic performance.
Teachers have reported a significant improvement of
academic outcome for learners, including motivation,
handwriting, concentration and attention span,
organisation and discipline during lessons, as well
as an improvement to the quality of homework
assignments.
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Oceana employees
make their 67 minutes count

“What counts in life is not the mere fact that we have lived.
It is what difference we have made to the lives of others that will
determine the significance of the life we lead.”
– Nelson Mandela
Oceana employees spread some good cheer at Stop Hunger.

18 July celebrates International Nelson Mandela Day, a global movement
inspired by former President Mandela’s call upon the next generation to
address social injustices and change the world for the better.
Under this prestigious day’s theme of food security, education and literacy,
shelter and infrastructure as well as environmental support, Mandela Day
provides an opportunity for every individual to spend at least 67 minutes to
“Take Action, Inspire Change, and Make Everyday a Mandela Day.”
This year, Stop Hunger SA’s campaign titled “Follow the Sun” encouraged
corporate partners to volunteer 67 minutes to packing meals to feed hungry
children. The initiative took place at Grand West on 13 July 2016.
As proud sponsors of Stop Hunger Now SA (SHNSA) for the past four years,
the Oceana team came out in their numbers to generously support the cause
against chronic hunger facing more than 3 million children in South Africa.
This initiative is the first of its kind, as no one has undertaken a coordinated
global Mandela Day initiative such as this one. The initiative is fully supported by
the Mandela Foundation and the Graca Machel Trust. Countries participating
this year include Malaysia, India, Italy, Philippines, South Africa and the USA.
This year’s goal is to pack 10 million meals globally, 2 million being the target
for South Africa.
SHN’s mission towards empowering communities, providing food security, and
transformation through education, is aligned to our CSI strategy of supporting
sustainable initiatives, which benefit the communities within which we operate,
with our key focus areas being food security and education.
Upon accepting the invitation to participate in the day’s activities, Oceana’s
contribution of R20 000 and 40 employee volunteers partook in packing meals
towards the cause.
The teams managed to pack an impressive 38 boxes, which totals 8208 meals
packaged for the day.
Complying with the UNICEF standard, the highly nutritious meals comprised
of rice, soya, dehydrated vegetable mix and a fortification pack of 23 essential
minerals and vitamins, specifically formulated to combat malnutrition.
The proceeds will go towards supporting Early Childhood Development
Facilities and Universities with meals for a year and will also cover the costs of
ingredients, packaging, and distribution for these meals.
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Lucky Star Enterprise Development Programme

gives community caterers zest
As part of its youth and women empowerment initiative and commitment towards sustainable enterprise
development, Oceana Group proudly welcomed its 14 candidates for the Lucky Star 2016 Enterprise
Development Programme, on 30 June 2016.
Zama Cynthia Masinga, a 2015 Lucky Star Caterers Academy graduate described
the programme as one which was fundamental in providing her with the
necessary skills toward further developing her own successful company, “after
the Lucky Star Caterers Academy I had the confidence to grow my businesses
and have used this opportunity to employ more people from the community.
What we learnt at the Lucky Star Caterers Academy did not end there with us,
but will be passed on to our current and future employees which will help to
empower the community.”
Totalling some R350 000, this year’s Lucky Star academy sponsorship fully
covered each candidate’s costs including all training material, graduation and
administration costs throughout the course, as well as each candidate’s two year
junior membership to SACA. This brings Lucky Star’s total investment into this
programme to nearly R1.2 million since the first Lucky Star Caterers Academy
started in 2014.

The 2016 Lucky Star EDP candidates on enrolment day.

“The idea behind Lucky Star Caterers Academy boils down to the concept of
‘give a man a fish and he eats for a day, but teach him to fish…’ which is a
particularly apt idiom for Lucky Star and our focus on enterprise development
of skills in order to create a sustainable difference in communities,” says Oceana
CEO, Francois Kuttel.

With this year’s Youth Day marking 40 years since the Soweto uprising in 1976,
Oceana commemorated this milestone, by empowering youth and women
through the annual Lucky Star key social and enterprise development initiative,
Asi phekeleni impilo or Let’s cook for Life programme.

“Our Lucky Star pilchard brand is a household name and is trusted for offering
high quality nutrition at great value – and the Lucky Star Caterers Academy
promotes these healthy brand attributes while empowering the candidates to
follow their dreams and lead the life they choose.”

The 24-week course runs in association with the South African Chefs Association
(SACA) and Hospitality Trainers & Associates (HTA), and aims to groom and
equip home-grown entrepreneurs with practical, theoretical and business skills
necessary to create a new highly trained group of catering professionals. The
candidates will utilise the CCE Skills Kitchen in Auckland Park for theoretical
training, and the practical kitchen and lecture staff at HTA in Randburg.
Together with the provided culinary skills, the course, now in its third successful
year, also incorporates enterprise development and business skills, to ensure the
sustainability and success of each graduate’s catering company and career.
Following a rigorous selection process, the chosen Gauteng-based candidates
from local townships, are required to be operating their own catering or
function-service companies within townships or surrounding areas. They are
further required to use their acquired professional and business skills to grow
their existing companies as well as promote job creation within communities and
positively contribute towards local economic development.

The Lucky Star 2015 EDP graduates.

The long-term success of the programme lies in its on-going education and
support plan offered to previous graduates through the available follow-up
workshop services in marketing, networking and business services.

The Lucky Star EDP programme hamper.

2015 graduates receiving their certificates.
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Weston High
is rolling in style thanks to Oceana
It is hard to match the feeling of independence when you
receive your first set of wheels. Just ask the school pupils
at Weston High, who were the proud recipients of a brand
new school minibus kindly donated by Oceana Group.
Situated in Vredenburg on the Cape West Coast, Weston High is a government
school that is home to nearly 1462 learners. Many of the pupils are from the
surrounding communities and require daily transport to and from school.
“Although part of the transport costs are subsided by the Western Cape
Education Department, it is still a significant cost for the school, and occasionally
our pupils have had to miss out on inter schools events and programmes because
the cost was too high,” comments School Principal Mr Andries Botha. “Our
school’s new minibus will go a long way in alleviating the daily difficulties we face
with learner transport.”

Weston High learners playing a musical number.

As South Africa’s most empowered company on the JSE, we ensure that our
Corporate Social Investment (CSI) is aimed at advancing the food security and
educational needs of the communities in which the company operates. “The core
principle guiding Oceana’s transformation objectives is to convert our company’s
fishing rights into tangible human rights in order to address the pressing socioeconomic challenges prevalent in many parts of the country,” comments Oceana
Group CEO, Francois Kuttel. “We feel privileged to add our support in sustainable
initiatives that make a meaningful and positive impact where it is needed most.”

Weston High Pupil, Victoria Rooi was quick to add a few words of appreciation
of her own; “I want to thank Oceana whole-heartedly for the new school bus and
can’t wait to sit in the front,” she says jokingly. “This kind gesture will make things
easier for the school especially when we have to travel to attend programmes
and sports events elsewhere. It will also save the school money as we can use our
own transport now instead of paying others to provide lifts."

“We are deeply grateful for Oceana’s continued support for our school and
community,” remarks Mr Botha. “This is the third year in a row that Oceana has
provided much needed investment in the future of our pupils; having donated a
fully fitted feeding kitchen in 2014 worth R244 000, and over R10 000 worth of
Lucky Star product in 2015. This year’s brand new minibus is really the cherry on
top and the biggest reward is seeing the faces of the pupils, their parents and
our teachers light up in genuine pride and appreciation knowing that tomorrow
will be a little easier for them.”

The Oceana team presenting the minibus to the school management.

Excited learners gather around their new school minibus.

Graafwater Primary School receives wheels to reach their dreams
As an old fishing saying goes; ‘the ocean provides’. The same can be said of
Oceana’s efforts in living up to our mantle as South Africa’s most empowered
listed company, as we support the communities in which we serve, through
various Corporate Social Investment (CSI) initiatives.
Earlier this year, pupils, parents and teachers of Graafwater Primary School in
Lamberts Bay gathered as proud recipients of a new school mini bus kindly

donated by the Oceana Foundation. School Principal, Charlton Williams was on
hand to receive the keys from Oceana representative, Jayesh Jaga.
“It is a delight to see our children’s pride for their new school bus gleaming in our
school colours,” remarked Mr Williams. “I am grateful that it will no longer be a
challenge for our students to attend sporting functions and school excursions at
neighbouring schools or even further afield.”
Graafwater Primary School is home to over 260 pupils, and as a no fee school,
it counts on the support from the community and the corporate sector to help
improve the learning environment for the benefit of the pupils. This year’s
donation of a school bus follows the fully equipped school feeding kitchen
container that was also donated by the Oceana Foundation in 2013 to ensure
that pupils do not have to learn on an empty stomach.
Since 2011, nearly R2 million has been invested across the three schools in
Lamberts Bay as part of Oceana Group’s CSI strategy, which focuses efforts on
bolstering education and food security, especially within the communities where
they operate. “We believe that our CSI should empower beneficiaries to become
self-sufficient and secure in their future prospects,” said Oceana CEO Francois
Kuttel.

Graafwater learners give a thumbs up to Oceana for their new school minibus.
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“One of our biggest prayers is being answered today,” remarks an excited grade
7 pupil and the school’s head girl, Jody Fransman. “In the past we enviously
had to watch other surrounding schools pull up with their mini busses at various
events, while the lack of our own transport has hindered us from attending events
in neighboring towns. Now we are ready to take on the world.”

M A N A G E M E N T

I N F O R M A T I O N

Streamlined procurement team to
support business objectives
As part of the continuous improvement
of Oceana Group’s procurement related
activities, the Procurement Division has
put in place a procurement strategy.
The three-year strategy is aimed at
improving our business’s approach to
procurement, with the key objective of
supporting the group to deliver R180
million in procurement savings.
In order to execute on this mandate, the Procurement
portfolio has facilitated a more centralised approach for all
centrally negotiated categories.
The Procurement Division has also increased their capacity,
to further support the business. A number of key human
resource appointments were made earlier in the year. These
appointments to the newly created Group Procurement
function are integral to the execution of the three-year
procurement strategy.

Nobuhle Zulu is responsible for the following centrally
negotiated categories: Sustainability within Energy,
Engineering Services, Facilities Management, Learning
and Development, Professional Services, Refrigeration
Services, Resourcing Services, Security Services, Vessels
Repair and Maintenance and Waste Management.

Kurt Adams manages the centrally negotiated
categories: Coal, Generators and Electricity within
Energy, Fleet Management, Freight (Sea, Air and
Land), Packaging, Production and Processing Services,
Property Rentals, Quality Assurance and Warehousing.

T
Tracey
Habelgaarn will be responsible for the following
centrally negotiated categories: Fuel within Energy,
Events and Conferences, Furniture, Health and Safety,
Insurance, Stationery and Travel.

Aden Vermeulen will be responsible for the following
centrally negotiated categories: Oils and Lubricants
within Energy, Fishing Gear, IT, Materials Supply, Staff
Messing and Teas and Vessel Specialised Services.

It is refreshing to note that after an extensive recruitment
process, two of the appointments have come from within our
existing businesses, which bears testament to the existing
talent within our company.
As part of the continued awareness around the Group
Procurement function activities, we would like to
communicate the core mandate of the newly established
team.
They will be working closely with the business to issue the
tenders and drive out the savings and will need the support
of all involved. If you have any planned procurement activities
in any of these areas, please contact the relevant Group
Procurement lead, to assist.

The team’s first wave of optimisation, targeted at R70m in savings, is to be achieved through the following prioritised categories:
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M A N A G E M E N T

I N F O R M A T I O N

BONGA MAVUME

Managing Executive: Africa Operations
Bonga Mavume brings a wealth of experience to his
new role as Oceana Group’s Managing Executive of
Africa Operations. Having graduated from Fort Hare
University in 1997 with Honours in a Bachelor of Science
in Agriculture before completing his MBA at the University
of Stellenbosch, Bonga has held executive positions
in a number of other leading South African companies
including; Director of Business Development at RCL Foods,
Managing Director of Foodcorp Sunbake Bakeries and
Agricultural Director at Rainbow Chicken.
Oceana’s Managing Executive of Africa Operations is a
new role within the Executive Committee with the core
function being the oversight and management of all the
company’s different business units report into Bonga who
reports directly to company CEO, Francois Kuttel.

“In addition to ensuring that the Oceana Group continues
to provide industry leading performance and exceptional
value for our shareholders, one of my core objectives is
to focus on what has made Oceana South Africa’s leading
fishing company, and to replicate success in other African
markets that the group has identified,” adds Bonga.
“It is Oceana's unique ability at converting fishing rights
into broad-based value for employees, suppliers, customers
and the communities that has made the Group a worthy
recipient of fishing rights, and this is a responsibility that
lies close to my heart,” remarks Bonga.
“I am privileged to be part of such a strong team with
a great track record. I am confident that with their valuable
support Oceana will continue to deliver exceptional results
on our strategic objectives,” says Bonga.

Bonga Mavume, Managing Executive:
Africa Operations.

JAYESH JAGA

Managing Director: Lobster, Squid and Fries
The Oceana Group was proud to announce the promotion
of Jayesh Jaga to the position of Managing Director
for Oceana Lobster, Calamari Fishing and Lamberts Bay
Foods as of 1 December 2015.
Jayesh has been with the Oceana Group since 2002. His
high regard he is held in by his colleagues, his persistent
need to grow his business knowledge and drive to be closer
involved in business operations has guided his career path
on an impressive upward trajectory.
A local of Cape Town, Jayesh was born and schooled
here before completing his BA Law (LLB) degree at the
University of Western Cape and after being admitted as an
attorney practised law in Cape Town. After a brief stint in
London where he gained international corporate and legal
experience, he returned to Cape Town in 2002 and joined
Blue Continent as the Commercial Manager before taking
on the role as Commercial Manager for the Lobster, Squid

and Abalone division. His next appointment saw him take on
the role of Commercial Director at Oceana Lobster, Squid
and Fries division before moving onwards to join the Lucky
Star division and assume the responsibility of International
New Business Development Manager in 2011. He moved
to Oceana Group in 2014 taking on the role of Group
Compliance and Risk Manager.
“This is a further growth opportunity which brings with it
new challenges for me within the Oceana Group as I take
on this role as the Manging Director of Lobster, Squid and
Fries division.” remarks Jayesh. “The division comprises of
three separate business operations and my core objective
is to ensure that all the different components in each of
these business operations are working efficiently and
effectively as a business unit and in-line with our strategic
business objectives; and that our employee teams have the
necessary skills at their disposal to continue performing and
contributing to the Oceana Group as South Africa’s leading
fishing company.”

Jayesh Jaga, Managing Director:
Lobster, Squid and Fries.

ZAIDA ADAMS

Group Finance Executive: FSSC, Treasury and Investor Relations
We extend a very warm welcome to Zaida Adams who has
recently relocated from Johannesburg from a high-level
career in finance to take up the position of Group Finance
Executive for the Oceana Group. This is a new role within
Oceana and Zaida’s role is focussed on Investor Relations,
Treasury and the implementation of the Financial Services
Solution Centre (FSSC) across the whole group.
Zaida graduated from the University of Cape Town in 2000
with a BCom in Financial Accounting before completing
her honours in Financial Accounting at the University
of KwaZulu-Natal in 2001. After starting her career as a
Property Accountant at Allan Gray before taking on the
role of Senior Property Accountant at Old Mutual, Zaida
quickly rose up the ranks to become Old Mutual’s Financial
Director of the South African Corporate Real Estate Fund
followed by key positions as the Portfolio Manager for
Chayton Africa and Liberty’s Libfin Finance respectively.

Zaida Adams, Group Finance Executive:
FSSC, Treasury and Investor Relations.
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The Group Finance Executive position is a new role
within the Oceana Group and Zaida’s valuable experience
that she has earned in her career at a number of South
Africa’s leading financial institutions will be put to good
use in managing Oceana’s treasury function in order to

improve our existing treasury functions and benchmark our
performance against best practice.
“I am also really looking forward to applying myself in the
Investor Relations role and I believe we have already made
impressive strides in facilitating high level engagement
between our investors and financial stakeholders
with Francois Kuttel and Imraan Soomra. Another key
responsibility is the implementation of FSSC in order to
standardise financial processes across the whole business
and drive cost benefits for the company. This process of
centralisation was introduced in December 2015, and
is already showing impressive results in streamlining
efficiencies through a comprehensive review of the
credit cycle and how it differs across each division of the
company,” adds Zaida.
“Oceana has set the example in how a responsible
corporate citizen should act in our Country and it is really
exciting to be a part of South Africa’s leading and most
empowered fishing company,” remarks Zaida. “Especially
in light of the company’s recent expansion into the US
market with the recent acquisition of Daybrook and the roll
out of operations in both Angola and Namibia.”

O C E A N A

P E O P L E

Valentino

achieves his goal
against all odds

In the right place
at the right time
Namport representative presenting Tangi with a token of
his reward.

The Namibian Ports Authority (Namport) has rewarded
our Namibian based CCS Logistics colleague Tangi
Shikulo for his great act of bravery, earlier this year.
Tangi acted heroically, when he came to the aid of a
Namport employee following an incident where an
unaware forklift driver unknowingly entrapped him
underneath the pallets that the forklift was carrying.
Whilst going about his daily task of offloading vessels
onto the quay, Tangi noticed that his colleague, who
had been working whilst wearing his earphones, was
oblivious to the approaching forklift driver in his path.
Not seeing the victim in the road, the driver continued
on his path accidentally trapping him underneath the
pallets that the forklift was carrying.
Upon seeing this, Tangi immediately rushed over to
alert and stop the driver just moments before the
forklift drove over him.
Namport, who later learned of Tangi’s brave deed,
rewarded him with a cheque as recognition of his
bravery and token of appreciation.
Well done Tangi, for being at the right place at the
right time and taking prompt action towards saving
a life!

Senior Human Resources Officer for Oceana Lobster
and Calamari Fishing, Valentino Barends is doing
well and in high spirits despite falling victim to an
attempted hijacking on his return home, from a
former colleagues’ farewell in Cape Town last year.
Valentino who had just returned to Cape Town from
his secondment in KwaZulu-Natal (KZN), sustained
several gunshot wounds to his body and his brother,
a wound to the leg, after they were involved in an
attempted hijacking that could have proven fatal.
Although his injuries included gunshot wounds to
the back and side of his body, remarkably all his vital
organs were missed with two of the bullets narrowly
missing his spine on both sides by just millimetres.
Fortunately, both made a speedy recovery.
Despite having difficulty sitting for long periods,
Valentino has beaten the odds by managing to
acquire his Certificate in Labour Dispute Resolution
Practice (CLDRP) with distinction as endorsed by
the Commission of Conciliation, Mediation and
Arbitration (CCMA). This makes him one of only
eight out of 189 individuals countrywide including
advocates, labour attorneys and labour consultants.
“The day before the incident, I had expressed a
goal of achieving a distinction to my professor and I
believe even after the incident this objective kept me
going,” recalls Valentino.
Despite having chilling memories of the entire
incident, Valentino remains positive and grateful
that the tragic event hadn’t resulted in leaving him
paralysed or dead.
“Yes, I am indeed blessed and maybe even a bit
lucky to be alive, as very few get a second chance at
life, but I am one of the lucky ones,” he said.

Valentino is an avid runner.

“Events like these are indeed tragic, but it puts life
into perspective; it shows you who and what counts.
It makes you appreciate the small things in life and
at that moment, when one is faced with life or death
- money, status and material things have no value –
nothing at all,” remarks Valentino.
Valentino sends a heartfelt thank you to his HR
colleagues as well as those who supported him and
his family during this difficult time and urges that we
take time out to appreciate the small things in life as
it could all end at the blink of an eye.

From a young rural boy to a qualified electrician
On completion of his studies in Electrical Infrastructure
and Construction at the West Coast College, he
landed an opportunity assisting in lecturing and
tutoring before accepting an apprentice programme
with Lamberts Bay Foods in 2013.
Upon arriving in Lamberts Bay, he found that his stay
might be short lived, after encountering difficulty
finding suitable housing. To his surprise, he was later
offered accommodation through his apprenticeship
programme, which he gladly accepted.
Despite finding the curriculum challenging, Bradley,
with the support of his electrical supervisor,
successfully completed his logbook modules and
later a level three welding course.
Bradley Victor pursued his passion with determination.

After becoming fascinated with the way bulbs
emitted light, Bradley Victor decided to embark
on a journey that would later lead him to a career
as a qualified electrician.

With his experience as an aspiring electrician
growing along with his passion, he was finally able
to confidently undergo a trade test to secure his
qualification. This proved beneficial to furthering
his career and allowing new opportunities to come
his way.

With a successful trade test result and qualifying
as a professional electrician, Bradley began his
journey in the field of electrical wiring.
Through this development, Bradley later had
the opportunity to enrol in related fields such as
programmable logic controller (PLC) programming
and refrigeration.
Bradley, who describes himself as starting out
a simple rural boy, admits he had no idea the
impact Lamberts Bay Foods and Oceana Group’s
generous contribution would have on him.
“On this learning curve in life I learned that
nothing comes easy. It took determination, hard
work and perseverance to achieve and if you
put your eyes on your goal, never take them off
because it is so easy to wander off course.”
“Today I am a qualified electrician and many
thanks to Lamberts Bay Foods Oceana Group for
the investment they have made in me.”
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On the surface, a fishing company.

Deep down so much more.

FOR THE SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR, THE MOST EMPOWERED LISTED COMPANY

2015 WINNER MOST EMPOWERED LISTED COMPANY
Voted South Africa’s Most Empowered Listed Company, we’re committed to a sustainable future. We have implemented strategies
to protect our waters, empower our workers and support our communities. We believe that tomorrow has the potential to be
better than today.

2014 AND 2015 WINNER
MOST EMPOWERED LISTED COMPANY

